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Nicole Fabbri (left) and Mark Souza (silhouette) perform "Cool Air" in Lovecraft: Nightmare
Suite
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Nods this week for Philip Dawkins The Homosexuals (Celebration
Theatre at Atwater Village Theatre), Pierre Corneille's The Liar (Antaeus
Company), and Lina Gallegos' Wild in Witchita (LATC). But it's a
Halloween-season horror-play, six tales spun from the writings of H.P.
Lovecraft, called Lovecraft: Nightmare Suite (at the Lex), that nabs this
week's Pick of the Week. For all the latest new theater reviews and
regional listings, see below.
Jason Grote's gentle comedy Civilization, about spiritual slippage in our culture, is the
topic of this week's theater feature.
NEW THEATER REVIEW: scheduled for publication October 17, 2013
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GO: THE LIAR The anglophone update of Pierre Corneille's 17th-century comedy of
manners Le Menteur is a spun confection of verbal sleight of hand, romantic trickery and
dramatic derring-do. The real star is David Ives' script, a "translaptation" from the French
into pentameter couplets, brought to vivid life by Antaeus' cast (there are two alternating
casts, per the company's custom) under Casey Stangl's direction. Compulsive untruth teller
Dorante (Graham Hamilton in the performance reviewed) rolls into Paris and quickly
ensnares Cliton (Brian Slaten), a guileless manservant, before falling swollen head over
insouciant heels in love with Clarice (Kate Maher), whom he mistakes for her tart-tongued
friend Lucrece (Ann Noble). Unbeknownst to him, Clarice also is secretly betrothed to
Dorante's friend Alcippe (Joe Delafield), and dizzying dramatic contortions ensue. The
exuberant cast led by Hamilton pirouettes through the verse, teasing out the comic
potential from each witticism and double entendre, though they're somewhat hampered by
the length -- come the second act, we've got a hangover brewing from the sugar rush.
Angela Balogh Calin's costumes seem inspired by a goth prom: though aesthetically
intriguing, their connection to the play's themes isn't obvious. Pine makes an amusingly
complicit dupe, while Noble's appealing spunk parries with Hamilton's bravado. Antaeus
Company, 5112 Lankershim Blvd., N. Hlywd; Thurs.-Sat., 8 p.m.; Sat.-Sun., 2 p.m.;
through Dec. 1. (818) 506-5436, antaeus.org. (Jenny Lower)
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